
To what extent should nationalism be sacrificed in the interest of internationalism? Pages 318-339.

1. What does the Schengen Agreement abolish, and who were the initial signatories to the agreement? How many countries have joined the agreement since 1985?

2. Why did the United Kingdom and Ireland remain outside of the Schengen Agreement?

3. Since the agreement came into force in 1995, what fears have emerged?

4. How was the European Union established?

5. List the nine key rules adopted by the Schengen Agreement members.
6. What trend do some states is emerging in the EU?

7. What changes must nations joining the EU accept?

8. Refer to Voices on page 323. Read the excerpt Slovenia’s Decision to Join the EU. Why did some Slovenians feel that EU membership would be positive? Why has public support of Slovenia’s membership in the EU declined since Slovenia joined in 2004?

9. Membership in the EU allows member-states 4 main benefits. Explain.

10. How has immigration become a problem for some EU members?

11. Read Ideas and Opinions on page 325. Summarize the perspective of Klaus, Coughlan, and Patten regarding the effect of EU membership on
national sovereignty.

12. What policies have led to an internationalization of rules in the global economy?

13. Why were these policies created?

14. What did the creation of the EU seek to harmonize or reduce?

15. What features of a nation-state has the EU developed?

16. Define the concept of *pooled sovereignty* as it relates to the European Union parliament.

17. What role does the Council of Ministers fulfill?
18. Explain the concept of *self-executing enforcement* as an example of the WTO's internationalization of rules.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

19. How might *self-executing enforcement* affect national sovereignty?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

20. Read the case study *The Kyoto Protocol* on pages 327-329. What American and Canadian national interests would be affected by the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

21. Summarize the arguments in favour and against the Kyoto Protocol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN FAVOUR</th>
<th>AGAINST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

22. Why is shared security a growing concern?

________________________________________________________________________
23. How have the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks led to closer coordination between Canada and the United States?

________________________________________

24. How has Canada increased its military coordination with the United States?

________________________________________

25. How has the Canadian military made the closer coordination with the United States possible?

________________________________________

26. How do supporters of the closer coordination suggest that both Canada and the United States have benefited?

________________________________________

27. What is the Assembly of First Nations and what does it seek to achieve?

________________________________________

28. How has collective benefited the AFN?

________________________________________

29. What is NAFTA trying to achieve?
30. List the negative impacts of NAFTA.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

31. List the positive impacts of NAFTA.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

32. How much of Canada’s export trade is with the United States? Summarize the eleven positive results of this trading relationship.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

33. Explain the concept of economic security as it relates to NAFTA. How could economic security negatively affects Canada’s control of natural resources such as oil?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

34. What is national treatment and how has this concept led to the sacrifice of sovereignty under NAFTA?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________